Many people are constantly shunned out from relating some of their views, and this is even in the internet. As it has been recently with YouTube, it has all been labeled as "Conspiracy Theory" and just dismissed. This is a popular way to dismiss things that people will anyway want to look into.

Normally, conspiracy theories will just self-collapse or not stand, as if they are conspiracy theories, they just stand upon lies/misconceptions or just mass ignorance, that gets dispelled the more knowledge increases.

However, if a "Conspiracy theory" goes past this buffer, and the more it is 'investigated', it provides adequate backup and evidence, it might actually be real.

I mean it's better to let YouTube and its certain CEO tribe to decide what is a conspiracy or not, because obviously a conspiracy to control information does not exist. This is only to protect you from terrorist thoughts such as recognition of what is sometimes basically in front of you. Seeing what is in front of you is becoming increasingly terrorist.

Coincidences everywhere. What's even worse is that these coincidences are taking a hold in the minds of people.

The enemy likes to call "Anti-Semitism" (Which is in itself a wrong term, as we are not against the "Semitic People" like the Arabs, but strongly critical of the Jewish people) and criminalize it. Had to change the name on that one to broaden the scope, or it would be called being "Anti-Jewish" which therefore signifies that Jews are a racial unity, which clearly, especially if you look at the Cohen class of Jews, which keep racially pure for an aim of 300 to 1000 years, is clearly delusion on the behalf of the "Stupid Goyim". It's another "Conspiracy Theory".

However, this cannot be called a conspiracy theory, as simply, all the evidence amounts to the literal proof. People claim for example the Jews are keeping a clean racial state, the jews deny this, then the New York Times puts out an article on how they do DNA testing and full background test to only have Jews in their country.
"Conspiracy nuts" say that all politicians opening up Europe to invasion by foreign races to extinct them, of course, Jews deny and deflect as per usual. Then Barbara Spectre goes out and talks about multiculturalism that is forced in Europe.

Some also say another "Conspiracy Theory" about how European Union plans to mix the natives with brown hordes of people who are invading and are not older than 18 to 30 (Age of fertility), and then some Kalergi plans are undug, or Sarkozi goes public and says that "Mixed marriage is our duty" and that it is a "Duty" for everyone to do this. Another strange manuscripts also founded European Union which talk explicitly of how Europeans must be turned to a form of present day brown Egyptoid-Europoid hybrid, for easier control.

For example, when you go into any porn website and most videos are incest and interracial, do not dare think to yourself that the Porn industry is owned by specific individuals with the purpose of mind to push a specific interracial agenda, and who want to just ruin any notion of family unit value and poison it. It can't be that there are certain channels in porn which are the majority, to promote this. An impossibility here.

When you see NAMBLA and other certain 'associations' which are led by a specific people, trying to normalize pedophilia and legalize it, do not think to yourself "OH THESE FUCKING J*WS!". I self-censored myself here, because self-censoring is what the bible taught me, which is the way of the Lord, and the Lord is a Kike that needs to go, I wouldn't be all that sad about. Sorry, I meant a great pious jew.

Must repent for what I said now. I'll donate to my Zionist Church now, so they can take this money and help 'fasten' the arrival of Jewsus. Which is basically the purpose this world wholly exists. There is no conspiracy into this idea. This world only existing for jews and that type of thing, and for all people to focus on the jews 24/7 and their whims, national history, and their existence, rather than their own. This is perfectly normal. Some people say this is a conspiracy, but for all we can care about, they will roast in hell for disobeying the Jews and the chosen Jewsus. This solves the conspiracy rhetoric once again.

Another "conspiracy theory" says that Jews are basically considering all non-jews as servant cattle. Of course, a conspiracy. Then, Rabbis are casually questioned in the Western Wall on if Gentiles are human or not, and they reply that the Goyim is non-human, and that only the Jew is human.

More nutcases also talk about things like how there is a global surveillance network going on by jews in the deep NSA state, who has been controlling the
USA for around 70 years solid. Then Edward Snowden comes out and admits that everyone is 24/7 surveyed like cattle.

It also makes it the casual news that Google (Owned by Whom I question again, but then I tell myself CONSPIRACY THEORY and I dismiss it [/lol] ) is creating in China a full network of "Rating" citizens by eavesdropping on them secretly, and ranking them socially based on their obedience to the Communist State. Through this ranking system, people who are "Bad" are disposed of schools, are prohibited to receive help in hospitals, are terrorized, and of course probably disappear if their rating goes "Too low", aka, if they are being bad to the Communist rulers. Google out of all places, it decided to become the best friend of China.

The above probably relates to this very weird Conspiracy Theory about how Communism was created by Jews. You know, this weird thing Hitler talked about. If one sees all the modern Communist intellectuals, the USSR leadership, or Karl Marx who classifies and stems from a Rabbinical Family, and his friend the Talmudist Engels, this is also yet another conspiracy. It's also a conspiracy and coincidence that all the political parties in Europe and America, even in the case of Bernie Sanders, who promote or have been caught to have full Communist beliefs, happen to also be Jewish.

One of the favorite conspiracy of mine is the conspiracy, which as usual Gentile Lying in regards to how Jews control all the media of the Western World, upwards to a 96% of control. Then, one opens up all the proof about BBC, CNN, Washington Post, and all the "Owners", "CEO's" and "Staff" for these media and they find 90% Jews in there.

A favorite conspiracy of mine is the conspiracy that says that Christianity is Jewish, and that it basically worships a Jew in plain sight, and promotes suicidal teachings, heaped upon the "Goyim Non Humans" to make them dumb, poor, controlled, and retarded. This Conspiracy is all about non-existent admitting of the fact Adam Weishaupt (A Jew himself and top illuminati member) admitted how Jesus was a hoax to deceive the Gentiles.

A Jew named Marcus Eli Ravage also talked of the same thing, and said that this whole game is a dominance game on the "Goyim" who are stupefied into worshiping "Jesus", the "Socialist Jew". How Conspirating of him to also admit that the first cry of "Socialism" was actually from the bible, too, which is the basis of proto-communism. It's almost as if he also admits that all of these are faces of the same Jewish coin.
But, conspiracies, you see. Gentiles with nothing better to do. Why aren't they being proper Goyim and stop to look into all of it? Actually, because these conspiracies do not exist, the Internet (A medium for “Free Exchange of Information”) has to censor all this information, chase it down, and make it disappear. This is because this isn’t part of yet another conspiracy, it’s just to protect the Goyim from seeing their Goyim arguments having no counter-argument from the Kikes.

The internet is so bad it can turn a Good Goy, into an Evil Goy, and then an Evil Goy, into a Gentile. Then, the Gentile can even transform into a Satanist, and woe to the jews, who are clearly fully innocent, and have nothing to worry about.

After all you see, this is happening for all races. They are heaped of accusations, and off base conspiracies. And they have been at war with these for over 2,000 years, since the absolute beginning of any recorded history we have today. Or it is only jews? But somehow, they must be totally innocent. Nothing ever happened.

Even the so called "Conspiracy guys" which were called "Gatekeepers" about 5 or 10 years ago, are not stolen of the ability to even speak anymore. Alex Jones and David Icke, they also had to go. The "Soft and mainstream" conspiracy theorists had to also disappear. This is because any "Conspiracy" doesn't even exist. It's not like those behind said conspiracies are trying to cover their "Tracks" and are trying to cut any loose ends in regards to these ideas, even if these are too far from the target, due to worry.

"Conspiracies stop being conspiracies when they are backed up by sufficient evidence.", thoughts like that Satan puts into my head. I tell these to my pastor, and he said "My sheep, stop thinking you are a slave to the jews, because the jewish God will smite you and kill you, plus, rot you in hell, and also, remember that each and all your faps are monitored by the our gracious Jew on the heavens. Cease making such thoughts".

Then the Devil goes again: "But don't you see anything wrong in that? Don't you feel like you've been too ensnared by jews?".

The Devil authors a lot of conspiracy theories like that. The Devil also said the other time: "If you live in a conspiracy, and you see it unfolding in front of you, and is backed by evidence, don't you think it has any validity to it?". The Devil and his conspiracy theories!
Another great tinfoil conspiracy is the thing that it says that the Jews plan to enslave people. The USSR, they say, is proof of this, as 90% of all leading Jews in the Soviet Union were jews, and 10% proven cryptojews.

Knowing the nature and root of Communism, and how it came from the Torah or the holy book of the jews, it makes me wonder why Rabbi Schneerson also gave the statement that every jew will have 2800 slaves when the "Messiah Arrives". Some jews said this quote does not even exist and are fabrications by the "Pro White Circles", yet exist in the Talmud or Torah online, but some of the top studied rabbis of the Western Wall, homegrown by Jews, also said the same quote, after they said the Goyim is non-Human!

Clearly the problem here is not the Jews lying. It's the fact that the Jews are turning increasingly Pro-White. LOL.

It's almost as if we live in a world that is plagued by a conspiracy. The kind of conspiracy Hitler talked about and the kind of conspiracy that, it's rumored, put a bullet in Kennedy's head after he decided to talk about it. It just happened he was at this bullet's way when he made a speech about how "Secret Groups control the society in the west which has to be open and free".

But politics is not dominated by jews who have nothing to do with our nations either. This is why in order to become or stay president in the United States or modern Rome, the "Land of the Whitey" (Which unironically is getting also replaced by what these conspiracy people say, miscegenation), you have to like stand there like a monkey and say good things about Israel, do them every favor they ask, and serve them before and after the election, in which case if you do not serve enough or appropriately, they will trample you anyway.

Conspiracies, Tinfoil hats.

The type of Tinfoil hat that you see worn everywhere, that resembles a kippah, but you don't have to talk about, somehow.
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